Waypoint 14: Trarbach town hall
Built in neo-classicism in 1843/1844.

Now enter the numbers of the matching
letter:

When was the big fire, in which the facade
was neoclassicism has been preserved?
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Waypoint 15: Trarbach Protestant Church
The location of the church high above the
town and the name "Auf Kästel" (lat.
castellum) suggest a Roman predecessor
building. The
The sacred building, which has undergone
various extensions over the centuries, was
first built in 1330.
mentioned. The church was heavily
damaged in the fire. Follow the steps to the
entrance door. Who likes can
count them and write the result in the log.

What is the date in the top left corner
above the door?
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Waypoint 16: In the „Kittchen“
The former prison of Trarbach.

Now you can enter the coordinates into the
GPS device. You will then get the location
of the Geocaches are displayed. The
coordinates can be entered in Google Maps
in the same way.

GEOCACHE TRABEN-TRARBACH

Once you have arrived at this point, you go
to the Search for the "treasure". It lies a
few meters next to (above) the path.
However, since recently also a trail there.
Please be CAUTION when lifting.
Here you can write your name in the
logbook and also take a little something
with you as a reward. If there are any
plastic chips / coins in the box, please
leave them lying round, unless you know
which the existence of these coins. They
are "Coins" from other geocachers. Please
also the box again in the same place, so
that the

How many green letters has the saying on
the Building?

the next "treasure hunter" will still enjoy it.
If there is still some time left, you should
follow the path and enjoy the magnificent
view.

О Letter

Have fun and good luck!

a
Please note, only one number is inserted
per box and underscore

All waypoints are described in detail in the
brochure Kulturroute TrabenTrarbach.
These are available at the tourist
information office.

Tourist-Information • Am Bahnhof 5 • 56841 Traben-Trarbach • Telefon +49 (0)6541-83980
Fax +49 (0)6541-839839 • info@traben-trarbach.de • www.traben-trarbach.de

DIGITAL TREASURE HUNT THROUGH TRABEN-TRARBACH

Waypoint 1: Old train station
The former station building, built in 1904,
whose façade shows historical Moselle
half-timbered reminiscences, serves today
as a tourist information center.

areas: half-timbered house, villa and
„Schlößchengasse“, which are Fountain
courtyard and small park connected with
each other are.

What is the first name of Mr. Langguth,
who donated the figure in 2003?
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______________________________________
How many letters does his first name
have?
Add up the two digits of the result:

О + О = __
O
Waypoint 2: Former power station
Industrial architecture built in brick in 1887.
The from 1889, the former power station
supplied the City with the first completely
electric street lighting in Germany.

What was the generator output of the coalfired power plant?
Calculate:

О - О = __
i

Waypoint 3: Former town hall in Traben
The impressive, in the years 1898-1899 five years before the unification to a double
city - buildings erected in the style of
historicism in neo-renaissance forms
represents the economic upswing and the
self-confidence of the citizens of Traben to
Turn of the century.

What is the house number of the building?
Calculate:

О - О = __
k

Then walk left or right past the building
to the next waypoint.
Waypoint 4: Hotel Moselschlösschen
The historic property comprises 3 building

When was the building constructed?

was built after 1698 using original
architectural elements from the mountain
plateau to the banks of the Mosel.

What is the address of the building
(forestry office)?
Calculate:
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Waypoint 5: Private Villa Haus Nollen/
Villa Breucker
Cubic nested art nouveau building by
architect Prof. Möhring for the wine dealer
Dr. Gustaf Breucker built. private villa.

When was the villa built?
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Waypoint 6: Romanticism Art Nouveau
Hotel Bellevue
The 1903 by Möhring in art nouveau style
built hotel also remained largely
unchanged on the inside. A special feature
is the oriel in the form of a champagne ash.
The year marks on the facade remind us of
past flood catastrophes. Look for the
following slogan on the building and
complete it:
„Abstinente armer ____________, zum Spott
gemeizelt in den Turm, weil du
verschmähest Gottes Gaben, woran sich
brave Menschen laben“.

How many letters does the missing word
have?

О Letters
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Waypoint 7: Commander's house
A little further along the Moselle, you will
come across the commandant's house. The
baroque building, where originally the
commander of the fortress "Mont Royal"

О + О = __

iron arch bridge - the first building
contract for the Berlin Art Nouveau
architect Bruno Möhring in TrabenTrarbach.

When was it rebuilt?
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Waypoint 8: Bridge toll
Please go up the stairs here and cross the
bridge go. At the beginning of the bridge
there is a sign with the bridge tariff:
Moselle Bridge Traben-Trarbach Payment
is due:

How much was the bridge tariff for one
person including load capacity?
Calculate:

О – 3 = __
m

Waypoint 9: Lorettahaus and Imperial Post
Office
he building ensemble was built in the years
1906-1908 at the Traben bridgehead in the
spirit of the Historicism. The rich
decoration comes from by the local
sculptor Bernhard Wendhut.

What was the name of the architect of this
building? How many letters does his
surname consist of?
Dipl. Ing. ______________________
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Greeting Point
Here you can greet people who are
currently
using
the
WebCam
on
www.traben-trarbach.de. Thus: Mobile
phone out and call a friend and waves.
Waypoint 11: Bridge gate
Completed in 1899, the landmark of the
twin city was - in conjunction with the

Waypoint 12: Mittelmosel Museum in the
Baroque Villa Böcking
Already Goethe, Friedrich-Wilhelm IV. and
the French poet Apollinaire were guests in
the stately Baroque villa of the merchant
family Böcking, in which is today a jewel
among the museums of the Moselle region.
In the over 20 showrooms are valuable
furniture and art paintings from three
centuries as well as an extensive
collection on the history of the town of
Traben-Trarbach. If you still have some
time, you should visit the Museum to pay a
visit.

When did Goethe stay in this house?
November:
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Waypoint 13: Old city tower
Of the original seven towers of the city
fortifications, only two have survived the
ages. Besides the former halfway fortified
tower in Grabenstraße is now served by
the elaborately restored "Old City Tower".
today as an observation tower. Special
attraction is the for the city anniversary in
2004, the carillon was installed there,
which was extended by five bells in 2008.

How many bells does the carillon have?

О О Bells (Tip: Counting)
e

